Summer Nights

\[\text{\textcopyright \textregistered 'Grease' OST (1978)}\]

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{\textit{\textquote{Summer loving had me a blast}}} & \\
\text{\textit{\textquote{Summer loving appended so fast}}} & \\
\text{\textit{\textquote{met a boy cute as can be}}} & \\
\text{\textit{\textquote{I met a girl crazy for me}}} & \\
\end{align*}
\]
Summer Nights

sum-mer days d - rif-ting a-way to ah of the summer-ly night

Sum-mer days drift-ting a-way to ah of the summer-ly night we lo we lo we lo

Tell me more tell me more like does he have a car

tell me more tell me more

tell me more did you get very fae

Hup tell me more tell me more

hup tell me more tell me more

ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah

She stood by me she got a cramp

doo do roo do roo do roo do do roo do roo do roo
he went by me got my suit damp

ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah

I saved her life she nearly drown

doo doo doo doo doo doo doo doo

He showed off spashing a-round

summer sun some things begun but

doo lab ba ba doo lab ba ba

summer sun some things begun but

doo lab ba ba doo lab ba ba

oh of the summerly night

tell me more tell me more was it love at first sigh

we lo we lo we lo hup tell me more

oh of the summerly night

we lo we lo we lo hup
Summer Nights

37 D G Em A D G A G

dab du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dab du bi dab du bi

tell me more tell me more did she put up a fight dab ah ah ah ah ah ah

tell me more tell me more

41 D G A G D G A G

dab du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dab du bi dab du bi

dab ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah ah

(Took her bowling in the ar-ca de)

45 D G A G D G A B

dab du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dab du bi dab du bi

(did she put up a fight)

dab du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi dub du bi

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(we went strolling drank le-mon-nade)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(we made out)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(we made out)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)

(dab ah ah ah ah ah ah)
"Summer Nights"

```
 du bab ba [ah] (westay-ed up un til ten o'clock)
 du bab ba [dy bab ba]
 du bab ba [du bab ba]
 du bab ba [dobaba ba]

ah of the summerly night [we we we]
ah of the summerly night [we we we]

ah of the summerly night [we we we]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
```

"Summer Nights"

```
 du bab ba [ah] (westay-ed up un til ten o'clock)
 du bab ba [dy bab ba]
 du bab ba [du bab ba]
 du bab ba [dobaba ba]

ah of the summerly night [we we we]
ah of the summerly night [we we we]

ah of the summerly night [we we we]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
```

"Summer Nights"

```
 du bab ba [ah] (westay-ed up un til ten o'clock)
 du bab ba [dy bab ba]
 du bab ba [du bab ba]
 du bab ba [dobaba ba]

ah of the summerly night [we we we]
ah of the summerly night [we we we]

ah of the summerly night [we we we]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
tell me more [tell me more]
```
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61

he got friendly

65

he was sweet

69

just turned eighteen

(Well she was good you know what I mean ooh~)

wowwa wa wa wa ooh~ summer heat boy

wowwa wa wa wa ooh~ summer heat boy

wowwa wa wa wa ooh~ summer heat boy
and girl meet but ah of the summer ly nights

more how much dough did he spend?

It turned colder that's where it ends
then we made our true love vow

won-der what she's do-ing now

sum-merdreams ripped at the seams both oh those

sum-mer dreams ripped at the seams both oh those

tell me more tell me more ah ah ah ah

tell me more tell me more ah ah ah ah

sum-mer nights tell me more tell me more ah ah ah ah